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Problem:
?

Why ?
B

B

The structure of proteins and protein complexes may contain important
information about the functionality of proteins
-AND normally depends on a range of buffer/solvent conditions (pH,
temperature, salts etc.)

=> In the process of protein formulation it is often necessary to
investigate solution properties of proteins under many (~102-103)
conditions (e.g. with SAXS)
BUT: Many protein types are only available in limited quantities
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Proposed solution by the BioXTAS project:
Combine SAXS, microfluidics and software for automated
experiment control and data reduction

-And use the setup to investigate advanced protein systems
in solution with minimal sample consumption.
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-Or more generally:
Combine three components:
An advanced sample mixing and handling device:
E.g. A microfludics sample mixing unit
An analytical tool: E.g. A Small-Angle X-ray
Scattering (SAXS) instrument
Software for automated experiment control and for
automated data analysis techniques
-And use the combined setup to investigate
advanced protein systems in solution.

The BioXTAS project: 2006-2010
Goals:
Long term goal: To develop an automated high-throughput
system for structural analysis of proteins in solution with submicro-liter sample consumption.
Extras: Automated SAXS data analysis + ”Intelligent” feed-back
from SAXS data analysis to sample-preparation
+ Implementation of additional biophysical characterization
(e.g. Fluorescence, UV-absorption, conductivity etc.)
Medium term goal: To develop a microfluidics based SAXSsample cell that allowed for measuring proteins in solution in a
predefined buffer space
Short term goal: To develop a SAXS sample cell with a submicroliter sample chamber in a microfluidics-friendly material.

An advanced sample mixing and handling device

A good lab
technician or
scientist

A pipette based
sample-mixing
robot

Advantage: Highly
flexible

Advantage: Highthroughput, High
reproducibility

Disadvantage: Low
through-put

Disadvantage: Not
very flexible

A microfluidic
device
Has the potential to
combine the best of
both worlds?

What is a micro-fluidic system?
Micro-channels

Nano-tubes

A microfluidic
device

A system manipulating fluids in channels having cross section
dimension on less than 100 micro-meters
Smallest micro-channel: Nano-tube

The objectives of micro-fluidic systems:
Micro-Total-Analysis-Systems (μTAS)
One system to provide all of the possible required analyses for a
given type problem
All processing steps are performed on the chip
No user interaction required except for initialization
Portable bedside systems possible

“Lab-on-a-chip”

What happens when we scale down to microfluidics?

And the fluidic properties change:
Viscosity and surface tension
become more and more
dominant
Gravity and inertia loose their
relative importance
Recommended reading:
“Life at low Reynolds numbers”
By E.M. Purcell
-About how micro-organisms swim

Typical dimensions of a microchip

25mm

Typical cross sections

Sample volume is obviously
minimized significantly!
An example:
20μm × 100μm × 50 mm = 0.1 μL =
100 nL

photo courtesy S. C. Jacobson, ORN

Miniaturization of fluidic systems for chemical analysis is
most reasonable in a range of about 5-500 µm, mainly due to
physical limitations including manufacturing

Microchannels: Laminar flow rules!
(i.e. it is almost impossible to create turbulence)
• Microchannels in silicon: 750 μm wide, 200 μm deep
• “Virtual” flow channels in center with 5 μm particles

=> We have to rely on the mixing by diffusion,
which goes rather slow!
slide courtesy Johan Nilsson/Jörg P. Kutter

Mixing in a microfluidic devices

- We are in the laminar flow regime so mixing depends on diffusion

Diffusion in one dimension:

x = 2D⋅ t

D: Diffusion coefficient
t: time
x: displacement

The Stokes-Einstein relation for spherical particles:
η: Viscosity. r: particle radius

kB T
D=
6πηr

How far does a molecule diffuse in 1 sec, and how far in 5 sec?
-Using a typical value for D = 10-5 cm2/sec we find that:
x = 45 µm after 1 sec and x = 100 µm after 5 sec
- What is the typical distance traveled forward along the channel in
these time intervals? 1-10 mm and 5-50 mm, respectively (at flow rates
of 1-10 mm/s)
Therefore: in order to make fast mixing possible while using
reasonable channel lengths, the diffusion distances (= channel widths)

How to speed up the mixing:
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Principle of laminating mixers

Divide and re-laminate (several times) in order to
decrease the diffusion distances necessary for mixing

Interfacing microfluidics with an analytical tool

E.g. Small-Angle X-ray Scattering
Measures structures
from 10Å to 1000Å

Beam of
neutrons or Xrays

QSAS =

4π sin θ

λ

-Simply insert the microfluidics device directly in the SAXS

beam!

The BioXtas chip - Generation Zero (2006):

Log I(Q)

Pink: BSA, EMBL Hamborg, standard cuvette
Blue: BSA, Århus, 30 min
Red: BSA, Risø, 15 min

800 nL
Sample
chamber

Q, 1/Å
⇒Polystyrene (PS) and Polycarbonate (PC) are good SAXS window
materials.
⇒PS is a good ”microfluidics material”

2006-2007: Design of the BioXtas chip,
generation I:
Buffer inlets
Protein
inlet

outlet
Mixing
channels
~100x400 μm2

200-800 nl SAXS sample chamber

Fluidics controlled via external syringe pumps
Chip placed under vacuum in the SAXS sample chamber
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SAXS beamline I711 MAX-Lab. Setup structure:

Syringe Pumps

μTAS chip

Shutter
x-ray beam
Valve

MarCCD Detector

Flowmeters

MarCCD server

SPEC server

LAN Connection

USB DAQ
Serial Connection

We (i.e. our laptop-computer) were allowed 100% control of the
SAXS instrument and detector☺
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Parallel development of control and automation
software:

1) BioXTAS CCU for automated mixing+washing control, and for
controlling the SAXS data acquisition.

Programmed in Python

-Then we start to produce large amounts of data:
2) BioXTAS RAW for automated raw data
reduction and simple analysis

-Incl. a (Bayesian) Indirect Fourier transform routine (User initiated,
but no user input)
=>“BioXTAS RAW, a software program for high throughput automated SAXS 2D and
1D data reduction and preliminary analysis”.
Nielsen, Noergaard Toft, Snakenborg, Jeppesen, Jacobsen, Vestergaard, Kutter and Arleth,
J. Appl. Cryst., October, 2009

BioXTAS RAW is programmed in a combination of Python and C++
Software code + executable available via Source Forge

Sample: BSA in solution,
~5 mg/ml

Maxlab, October 06:

~200 nl
measured
for 5 min.

Maxlab, October 06:

BSA dilution Series:
Dilution series E
3.50E+00

☺!

I(0), arb. units
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2.50E+00
2.00E+00
1.50E+00
1.00E+00
5.00E-01
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0
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Experiment 2 @ Maxlab:
Low resolution structure of BSA in solution determined from the
SAXS data measured on the chip with 200 nL sample volume
Data-analysis: GASBOR (from Svergun group, EMBL Hamburg)

May 07: Going beyond dilution of BSA:
SDS-BSA titration series measured on the BioXTAS chip
BSA

B:S

B:S

B:S

B:S

SDS

BioXTAS Chip

+

=>

BioXTAS CCU

BioXTAS RAW

+
The SAXS experiment
control scientist actively
measuring at 5 a.m.
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Status by the end of 2007:

Had developed a real (but still simple) µTAS
with 200nl-800nl SAXS sample chamber
Had demonstrated that a ”typical” proteinin-solution sample could be analyzed in the
sub-microliter device and that samples could
be mixed on the chip
Had demonstrated that we could run a
predefined scan in the chip without user
interaction
“High-Throughput Small Angle X-ray Scattering from Proteins in Solution
using a micro-fluidic Front-end”, K. Norgaard Toft, B. Vestergaard, S. S. Nielsen,
D. Snakenborg, M. G. Jeppesen, J. K. Jacobsen, L. Arleth, and J. Kutter,
Analytical Chemistry, 2008, 80 (10), 3648-3654

But fluidics controlled by external syringe pumps
=>Long tubings, large dead-volume
and poor fluidics control
BIO=>Minimum of 20 μL per measurement, and slow
changing and washing

-TAS

Next generation BioXTAS chip: Mixing with
multiple rotary valves for better flow control:
Buffer valves

Mixing device
directly coupled to
PS-based flowthrough SAXS
sample cell:
Inlet

800 nl SAXS
sample cell
UV absorption
meas. (Optical
fibre based)
Outlet

40-80 μL protein stock in the ”protein wheel”

The buffers and the pressure on the protein stock are supplied via
external syringe pumps

SAXS experiment Setup:
Rotor valve
motors

SAXS Sample cell

Sample
mixing chip

Holder + Foot for beamline
attachment

Flange for connection to
vacuum chamber

BioXtas 2nd Generation Setup @ SWING,
SOLEIL, March 2008
First chip
measurement
at SWING /
Soleil.
Bovine serum
albumin (BSA)

Important result:
No radiation damage
on chip window
material!
But: Mixing not precise, rotors broke down etc.
=> Back in the microfluidics lab for one more year …

BioXtas 2nd Generation Setup @ I711, MAXLab, March
+ September 2009. Dilution of BSA, sample vol. 5 μL.
Sample mixing and positioning: 30 s
SAXS measurement: 120 s
Washing: 30 s
=> Total of 60 s of down-time per
measurement
Sample volume per measurement: 5 μL
Consumed stock during shown dilution
series (6 points): 15 μL of 6 mg/ml
Total time for 6 samples+6
backgrounds: 36 minutes
Would be ~15 minutes at 3rd gen.
Synch (e.g. Petra-III) + better data
La Fleur et al, J.Appl. Cryst, 2011

=> Minimal sample consumption and minimal
down-time between measurements ☺

Further reduction of the sample consumption –
200 nL samples plugs separated by
perfluorodecalin (2010, Josiane LaFleur, DTU)
Sample consumption
•15‐25 µL in continuous flow
< 1 µL segmented flow

1 mm
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Not yet perfect. The cell gradually becomes polluted.
31

In progress: Exploit laminar flow properties to obtain
hydrodynamic focusing of thin sheets of protein samples and
obtain sub-millisecond time-resolution
Building on idea from Pollack et al, PNAS, 2008
Example:
Calmodulin changing
conformation upon binding
of Ca2+

- Mixing by diffusion
- Less than 2um thin sheet of protein flow to obtain submillisecond diffusion times.
- No sample to sample window contact
-Continuous flow to avoid radiation damage
Dias 32
2um beam
required –Calls for X-FEL??

-Søren Skou-Nielsen, Post Doc
-Grethe Vestergaard Jensen, Post Doc
-Pie Huda, PhD student

Still dreaming about…..

Data acquisition and automation:
Exploit the fast on-demand mixing and use machine learning techniques
to create an automatic feed-back from analysis unit to control unit
allowing for:
-Direct optimization of protein solution conditions
-Direct search for interesting regions in phase diagram.
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Closing remarks
A microfluidics based sample cell allows for fast sample
preparation ”on demand” using minute amounts of
sample
The device is in principle just a sample mixer and may
potentially be combined with a range of different
analytical methods
Microfluidics is still a quickly developing field
=> Very few commercial solutions
=> Basically everything has to be developed from
scratch and build in house

